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Introduction



Regulations - Title VII

• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits private 
employers from discriminating on the basis of sex. The Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) interprets this 
law to provide protection for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender (LGBT) people.  Some federal courts have 
endorsed the EEOC’s interpretation.

• Any LGBT person who has experienced workplace 
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender 
identity may file a charge with any one of EEOC’s 53 field 
offices claiming sex discrimination. A charge must be filed 
within 300 days (or sometimes 180 days) from the date of the 
discriminatory act. For information on how to file a charge, 
visit http://www.eeoc.gov.



Regulations Cont.
• Under Title VII, the ADA, GINA, and the ADEA, it is illegal to 

discriminate in any aspect of employment, including:

• Hiring and Firing;

• Compensation, assignment or classification of employees;

• Transfer, promotion, layoff, or recall;

• Job advertisements;

• Recruitment;

• Testing;

• Use of company facilities;

• Training and apprenticeship programs;

• Fringe benefits;

• Pay, retirement plans, and disability leave; or

• Other terms and conditions of employment.



State-by-State Regulations



Internal Policies on Hiring

• Can We Use Gender in Our Hiring Decisions? 

• Address the applicability of the Bona Fide Occupational 
Qualification (BFOQ) in  healthcare, bathroom Attendant and 
the impact on the services being provided

• Hiring managers are encouraged to refrain from speculating 
on an applicant’s gender identity during the hiring process.

• Managers should also be careful about referring to applicants 
by certain nouns and pronouns inconsistent with the gender 
with which they identify. This includes internal records as well 
as communications with other employees. 



Hiring Process

• Employees going through a transition sometimes experience 
insensitivity and discrimination during the initial hiring 
process. 

• Managers and supervisors should be sensitive to the 
possibility that job applicants may have transitioned or are in 
the process of transitioning. In no circumstance is it 
appropriate to discriminate against an applicant because they 
have transitioned or are in the process of transitioning. 

• A transgender applicant’s name and gender on their 
application may mirror the person’s current usage but 
background checks may disclose a previous name or gender 
different from the one they are presenting. In these cases, 
managers should ask the applicant in a respectful manner 
whether they were previously known by a different name and 
confirm with them the name and gender they wish to use 
throughout the hiring process.



Workplace Assignments and 
Duties
• Some workplaces differentiate certain assignments or duties 

by gender. This practice can cause problems with employees 
who are in the process of transitioning.

• Once a transitioning employee has begun working full-time in 
the gender that reflects his or her gender identity, employers 
should treat the employee as that gender for the purposes of 
all job assignments and duties.

• Transitioning employees should not be required to provide 
proof of any medical procedure to be eligible for gender-
specific assignments or duties.

• Furthermore, no employer should ever require an employee 
to accept a gender-specific assignment or duty contrary to the 
gender the employee otherwise identifies as.



Confidentiality and Privacy

• Employees going through a transition are subject to the same 
privacy concerns and issues as other employees. 

• These issues include gossip and rumor-spreading, the 
potential dissemination of private information (medical and 
personal), and overly intrusive questioning into the employees 
personal affairs. 

• Medical information received about employees going through 
a transition is still protected under the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 
552a).



Dress and Appearance

• Courts have allowed employers to set gender-based dress 
codes as long as they don’t make the requirements more 
difficult for women than men, or vice versa.

• To the extent possible, employers should evaluate and 
consider eliminating gender-specific dress and appearance 
rules. 

• Dress codes shouldn’t be used to prevent a transgender 
employee from living-full time in the role consistent with 
his/her gender identity. 

• Once an employee has made management aware that he or 
she is going through a transition, the employer dress codes 
should be applied to the transitioning employee in the same 
way that they are applied to other employees of that gender.



Record Keeping

• Under the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a(d), all records contained 
in an employee’s Official Personnel Folder (OFP) and other 
employee records including pay accounts, training records, 
and benefits documents are to remain confidential and not to 
be dispersed to any parties without the consent of the 
employee.

• Once an employee has begun working full-time in the gender 
role consistent with their gender identity and has submitted a 
request to update his or her OPF, employers should work to 
update all the employee’s records to reflect the employee’s 
new name and gender.



Medical Leave

• Employees who receive treatment as part of their transition 
may use sick leave under the applicable regulations. 

• Employees who are also qualified under the Family Medical 
Leave Act may also be entitled to take medical leave for 
transition-related needs of their families.



Sanitary & Related Facilities

• The Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (DOL/OSHA) guidelines require employers to 
make access to adequate, sanitary facilities as free as possible 
for all employees to avoid serious health consequences.

• Under no circumstances can employers require employees to 
use facilities that are unsanitary, potentially unsafe, located at 
an unreasonable distance from the employees work station, 
or that are inconsistent with the employee’s gender identity.

• Once a transitioning employee has begun working in the 
gender that reflects his or her identity, employers should allow 
access to restrooms and locker facilities consistent with 
his/her gender identity.



Sanitary & Related Facilities 
cont.
• In an effort to avoid as many issues as possible, employers are 

encourage to provide unisex, single-user restrooms when 
possible to maximize comfort and access for everyone.

• However, employers cannot require that transgender 
employees be limited to using these bathrooms. 



Local Ordinances May Exist
• For example, the Philadelphia Fair Practices Ordinance (FPO) 

prohibits public accommodations from discriminating against 
individuals because of gender identity, specifically providing 
that it shall be unlawful to “deny or interfere with the public 
accommodations opportunities of an individual, or otherwise 
discriminate based on his or her… gender identity.” The 
Philadelphia Code §9-1106. 

• The FPO further provides lists examples of such unlawful 
behavior, including if a public accommodation were to “refuse, 
withhold from, or deny any person access to any separate-
gender bathroom where the person’s gender identity is 
consistent with the gender for which such a bathroom is 
reserved.” Id. 



Insurance Benefits

• Employees in a transition also pose questions for employers as 
to their coverage under traditional health care plans and 
regarding insurance benefits. 

• Employees who are undergoing a transition and already have 
Federal insurance benefits must be allowed to continue their 
participation, and new employees must be allowed to elect 
participation, based on their updated names and genders. 

• Employers are encouraged, to the extent possible, to select 
health insurance companies which offer coverage for 
transition-related health care and select plans for employees 
that include that coverage.



Blatt v. Cabela’s Retail Inc.

• Recently decided in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania in May, 2017

• Blatt was diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder and asked for use 
of the female restroom as an accommodation for her disability 
under the Americans with Disabilities Act, along with a female 
nametag and a female uniform, all of which Cabela’s denied

• Cabela’s moved to dismiss Blatt’s case, arguing that gender identity 
disorders are excluded from the ADA’s protection

• The Judge disagreed with Cabela’s, choosing to read the statute in a 
way that comports with the purpose of the ADA – to eliminate 
discrimination against the disabled – and permitted Blatt’s case to 
continue

• The ADA can provide an avenue for transgender persons to gain 
protection from discrimination even where gender identity is not 
explicitly protected under the statute  



Carcano v. McCrory
• In August, 2016, Employees and students brought suit against 

the University of North Carolina over the State’s “bathroom 
bill” which required that multiple occupancy bathrooms and 
locker rooms were to be designated for use based upon the 
person’s “biological sex”

• As a state university, UNC was required to comply with the bill

• Plaintiffs prevailed under Title IX, which prohibits educational 
institutions receiving federal funding from “limit[ing] any 
person in the enjoyment of any right, privilege, advantage, or 
opportunity” on the basis of sex.

• The Court prohibited UNC from enforcing the “bathroom bill” 
against both transgender students and employees 



Macy v. Holder

• Landmark April 20, 2012 EEOC decision where EEOC 
concluded that Macy’s employer had discriminated against her 
based on her gender identity and that she had the right to sue 
under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII). 

• Macy had applied for a job  with the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) at a crime laboratory. 
After being told on two separate occasions that she had the 
job, she was told the position was no longer available after 
communicating her plans to transition from male to female 
with the background check investigator. 

• The EEOC stated that “gender” encompasses not only a 
person’s biological sex but also the cultural and social aspects 
associated with masculinity and femininity. Thus, 
discrimination against a person because they are transgender 
amounts to discrimination based on sex. 

• Considered a big win for the transgender community. 


